HAERE MAI!
With enormous pleasure, we present you with
this, the 2021 Dunedin Writers & Readers
Festival programme.

All events are at the Dunedin Public Art Gallery,
unless otherwise noted.
THURSDAY 6 MAY
Ngā Kete Mātauranga
Māori Scholars at the Research Interface
5.30pm — 6.30pm | Free
Presented by Otago University Press
In the pages of Ngā Kete Mātauranga, Māori academics share
what being Māori has meant for them in their work. Co-editor
Jacinta Ruru, in conversation with the Te Kai a te Rangatira
editors, will speak to the process of creating the book and the
influence of Mātauranga on the academic sector.

Inside, you’ll find a wealth of Aotearoa’s literary
gold, with our spotlight focused squarely on
our homegrown writers. While this came about
through pandemic-related necessity, it has been
a real privilege to curate my first programme
from among our own people.
There are so many people, but also it means
that we’re supporting the wellbeing of our people
and the sector, as many rebuild after such a
tricky year.

HANNAH MOLLOY
Festival Director

Stories connect us to our place and our past
and help us to dream about the future, and the
people who write those stories have some of the
most interesting brains I’ve had the pleasure of
working alongside.
We hope you find events in here that amuse you,
provoke you, make you gasp or laugh or maybe
cry a little, and that you’ll come to as many as
you can manage. Ōtepoti is a UNESCO City of
Literature and these four days in May are when
we can uninhibitedly revel in the love of reading
for its own sake.

2020 was a tough year for events, the perpetual
uncertainty of a global pandemic making
planning difficult.
Several of Dunedin’s major arts festivals were
cancelled or postponed last year, but are coming
roaring back to life in the first half of this one (so
long as they’re the only things to come roaring
back). Hot on the heels of the Fringe and the
Dunedin Arts Festival, it’s my pleasure to welcome
you to the third of these: the Dunedin Writers &
Readers Festival.
I’m looking forward to reading and hearing stories
and perspectives that might change the way I see
our world.

AARON HAWKINS
Mayor of Dunedin

Words colour the way we connect with each other,
and as New Zealand’s proud UNESCO City of
Literature, their creative expression is well and
truly embedded in the fabric of our city.
The line-up at the Festival this year has something
for everyone to consider, and it’s great to see the
range of free events that will enable everyone to
get near some of these inspired writers.

What Does the Future Hold? – Gala Showcase
7.30pm — 9.30pm | $45 & $35 includes welcome drink and nibbles
Toitū Otago Settlers Museum
Supported by Read NZ Te Pou Muramura and the Friends of the Library
For those who like to sample a little of everything...
We live in a fluid and complex time of change, which creates uncertainty and curiosity
about what the future holds for us, our work, our society, and our world.
David Eggleton, Jillian Sullivan, Becky Manawatu, Nalini Singh, Derek Morrison,
and a member of the Te Kai a te Rangatira collective will picture the future and share
their interpretation of what might come next.

FRIDAY 7 MAY

FRIDAY 7 MAY

SATURDAY 8 MAY

WORKSHOPS

Escaping the Humdrum
3.30pm — 4.30pm | $20 & $15
One of the joys of reading is being transported into the wilds of both your own and
someone else’s imagination. Hannah Parry and Gareth Ward will discuss crafting stories
that take us into fantasy worlds far from the mundane with Bronwyn Wylie-Gibb.

Love in the Time of COVID — A Chronicle of a Pandemic
9.30am — 10.30am | $20 & $15
A morning with Witi Ihimaera and Michelle Elvy, exploring the idea of creativity under
lockdown, and what it means to find creative space under constricted circumstances.
The session will include presentations, plus an open mic and Q&A.

Self-Starters – A Beginner’s Guide to Being a Writer
Friday 7 May | 10.30am — 1pm | $45 | Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall
Want to publish your book, find new readers, and build a brilliant author brand?
Establishing a creative business can be a daunting task, so this workshop covers
self-publishing, intellectual property, and maintaining your well-being in what can be a
solitary occupation. With Steff Green, Sally Peart and Marcelle Nader-Turner.

Navigating the Stars – Māori Creation Myths
5.30pm — 6.30pm | $20 & $15
Presented by University Book Shop
Witi Ihimaera will talk with Jacinta Ruru about his latest
book, Navigating the Stars: Māori Creation Myths, in which he
traces the history of Māori people through their creation myths,
bringing them to the twenty-first century.
Women, Past & Present – What Do They Have to Tell Us About the Future?
7pm — 8.15pm | $20 & $15 | Presented by Otago Daily Times
Shona Riddell, Steff Green, Hannah Parry, and Angela Wanhalla will talk about
women who’ve come before and those who are here now, and the footprints they’ve laid
for our future. Hosted by Majella Cullinane.
At the Drop of a Hat – Poetry, but not as you know it
8.30pm — 10pm | $15 | Dog With Two Tails
At the Drop of a Hat is an interactive poetry show featuring Liz Breslin, Laura
Williamson, and Annabel Wilson, where the audience directs the evening’s antics by
writing a single word on a piece of paper and dropping it (of course) into a hat.

SCHOOL PROGRAMME

Guiding Lights: The Extraordinary Lives of Lighthouse Women
12.30pm — 1.30pm | Free | Presented by Exisle Publishing
In Guiding Lights: The Extraordinary Lives of Lighthouse Women, Shona Riddell
tells fascinating histories of lighthouse women through the centuries and around
the world. She will discuss these stories with Majella Cullinane, who just happens
to be a bit of a lighthouse fan herself.
Crossing Genres
2pm — 3pm | $20 & $15 | Presented by Booksellers NZ

From paranormal romance to crime thrillers, The New
York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh will talk
to Kirby-Jane Hallum about how and why she has
crossed genres, and her three most recent releases:
Alpha Night, Archangel’s Sun, and Quiet in Her Bones.

Crossing Boundaries — Form & Content in Poetry & Storytelling
2.30pm — 3.30pm | Free
A lively discussion with Dunedin-based writers and editors Diane Brown and
Michelle Elvy. Both Diane and Michelle work outside the typical parameters of
writing, questioning categorisation and meaning, as well as being enthusiastic
teachers of content and structure. Participation is encouraged!

The Dunedin Writers & Readers Festival is delighted to present two sessions in our
2021 school programme at Otago Girls’ High School. Steff Green and Gareth Ward
will discuss Making a Life in the Arts in the morning, and the project team who created
Te Kai a te Rangatira will offer an engaging and interactive session in the afternoon.

OTHER LITERARY EVENTS
Seasons of Summers – New Zealand’s Queen of Romance
Friday 7 May — Sunday 29 August | Free
Reed Gallery, Dunedin Public Library
A curated showcase of the life and work of Essie Summers.
Ōtepoti Writers Lab
Saturday 8 May | 10am — 1pm | Free | Dunedin Fringe HQ
A Dunedin-based initiative focused on supporting writers from all genres and
stages of writing, facilitated by Emily Duncan, Emer Lyons and Eliana Gray.
Remembering Essie Summers
Saturday 8 May | 11.30am — 12.30pm | Free
Dunningham Suite, Dunedin Public Library
Elizabeth Jack, Essie’s daughter, accompanied by other family members, will speak
about her mother’s life in Dunedin and her writing career.

Magical Rights
10.30am — 11.30am | $20 & $15
Hannah Parry is an emerging author who writes complex and engaging fantasy
novels. She will explain to Lynn Freeman the imaginative thought processes that
led her, in her most recent series, to reinvent the French Revolution.
A New Plaque: Essie Summers
11am | Free | The Dunedin Writers’ Walk, Upper Octagon
This is a Friends of the Library event
Essie Summers’ family, friends and enthusiasts extend a warm invitation to the
unveiling of the latest addition to the Dunedin Writers’ Walk.
Things OK with You?
12pm — 1pm | $20 & $15
Presented by JW Smeaton & Co Accountants
Lynn Freeman sits down with Vincent O’Sullivan to talk
about his recent work, including his new collection of poems
Things OK with you? and of course the biographical portrait,
Ralph Hotere: The Dark is Light Enough.
The Language of Flowers
12.30pm — 1.30pm | Free | Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall
Kirby-Jane Hallum will examine how the language of flowers provided a covert way
to write about female desire for writers such as Mary Elizabeth Braddon, who tried to
highlight social issues while still conforming to Victorian moral standards.
Drawing the World
12.30pm — 1.30pm | Free
Why do people draw what they draw? Jessica Thompson Carr, aka the Māori
Mermaid, and Melissa Boardman will talk about what attracts them to the natural world.
NZ Crime – What’s Going On?
1.30pm — 2.30pm | $20 & $15 | Presented by Otago Daily Times
Jared Savage and Steve Braunias will tackle some of the big questions about
crime in New Zealand, and what they have learned in the process of writing about it.
With Rob Kidd.
The Books that Made Me
2pm — 3pm | $20 & $15 | Presented by Marks & Worth Lawyers
Rose Carlyle, Nalini Singh, and Kyle Mewburn will read an excerpt from a
significant childhood story and talk about the shaping effect it has had on their
adulthood. Hosted by Bridget Schaumann.

Relevant for all writers.
Lusting for Words – Writing Romance
Friday 7 May | 5pm — 7pm | $45 | Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall
Presented by Romance Writers of New Zealand
This workshop, presented by Nalini Singh, will begin with an introduction to writing
romance: the foundational elements of the genre, what separates a love story from
a genre romance, the sprawling breadth of the genre, and how emotion can
change everything.
Then focus will move to worldbuilding, because regardless of where or when your book
is set, you must create a believable world, redolent with sights, sounds, and depth.
Suitable for writers at all stages of their writing journey.
Seeds of Poetry
Saturday 8 May | 10am — 12pm | $45 | Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall

Presented by the English & Linguistics Programme, University of Otago
Award-winning poet and author Emma Neale will host this generative workshop,
which will be a place to start seeding new poems with collaborative exercises, guided
‘hot ink’ spills, what you could call yoga for your language lobes, and the possibility of
reading drafts aloud. Some exercises might even take inspiration from other festival
sessions – watch this space!

TICKETING

Tickets and gift vouchers are available from www.dunedinwritersfestival.co.nz.
Service fees apply.
Door sales will be available unless sold out prior (cash, eftpos, or online bank
transfer). We cannot take bookings for our free events.
Tickets, unless otherwise specified, are $20 for adults and $15 for concession.
Concession tickets are available for children, students with ID, and Community
Services and Gold Card holders.
We welcome you to make a donation when attending our free events.
Please check www.dunedinwritersfestival.co.nz for programme changes and
COVID-19 updates. Information correct at time of printing.

ACCESSIBILITY

The Dunedin Public Art Gallery is fully accessible.
The Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall has two steps up into the building – staff may
be able to assist with access.
The double decker buses have steps and are not accessible for pushchairs.
We recommend wearing babies if possible.
Dog With Two Tails has level entry – staff can assist with the doors if necessary.

SATURDAY 8 MAY

SUNDAY 9 MAY

Rivers, Riptides & Roads
3pm — 4pm | $20 & $15
From sprawling braided riverbeds to exhilarating surf breaks, Aotearoa is both an
angler’s paradise and a surfer’s dream. Dougal Rillstone and Derek Morrison will
sit down with fellow explorer Bruce Ansley to talk about their sense of self in remote
and wild places.

The Historical Novel: Germany
10am — 11am | $20 & $15 | Presented by Centre for the Book, University of Otago
With her latest novel Remote Sympathy, award-winning bestseller Catherine Chidgey
tells an engrossing and unsettling tale of a Nazi Germany labour camp from the
perspectives of three wilfully oblivious characters. In conversation with Lynn Freeman.

Walking the Heartland
4pm — 5pm | $20 & $15
Presented by Otago University Press
In Map for the Heart: Ida Valley Essays, Jillian Sullivan’s
gentle essays about her wanderings and wonderings in the
vast Ida Valley are an exploration of the physical place, and of
connection to community. She and Liz Breslin will discuss how
place and space affect the heart.
Writing Romance in the 21st Century
4.30pm — 5.30pm | $20 & $15 | Presented by Romance Writers of New Zealand
Chair Susan Sims and authors Nalini Singh, Steff Green, and Jayne Castel will
unpick why romance writing matters in 2021 and discuss the ongoing appeal of
romance novels and what success looks like to writers of this billion-dollar genre.
The Wilder Years: Selected Poems
5.30pm — 7pm | Free | Presented by Otago University Press
The current Poet Laureate, David Eggleton, will dive into his new book The Wilder
Years: Selected Poems with fellow poet Victor Billot. This session will be followed by
the official launch of the book.
Rocketing to Fame
6pm — 7pm | $20 & $15
Presented by University Book Shop
Becky Manawatu’s debut novel, Auē, announced her as a
compelling new voice in New Zealand fiction. Lynn Freeman
will quiz Becky about how her meteoric rise to literary fame has
affected her approach to writing and life.

SUNDAY 9 MAY
Story Time Double Decker Bus
9am — 11.30am | Adults $10 & Kids $15
Departs Dunedin Botanic Garden (check website for details)
Get your tickets for the Story Time Double Decker Bus adventure, with stories galore
read by Kathryn van Beek, Melissa Boardman, Emma Wood, and Swapna Haddow
at the Dunedin Railway Station and Olveston Historic Home.
Buses will return to the Dunedin Botanic Garden rotunda for a performance by
Kaitrin McMullan, open to all.
Best suited for ages 3–7. BYO cushion, and dress for the weather.

Mapping Dunedin’s Stories
11.30am — 12.30pm | Free | Presented by JW Smeaton & Co Accountants
Cityscapes have an intimate connection to the literary imagination, inscribing a sense
of place and identity. Frank Gordon, Roger Hickin, David Ciccoricco, and Nicola
Cummins will discuss the varied ways they have mapped our city’s stories.

The Dunedin Writers & Readers Festival gratefully
acknowledges the support of many.

THURSDAY 6 MAY

Major funders

FRIDAY 7 MAY

Our partners

A Posse of Poets
11.30am — 12.30pm | Free
Four top-notch poets take to the mic to read some of their latest work: Fiona Farrell,
Jessica Thompson Carr, Victor Billot, and Rhian Gallagher. Jasmine Taylor, from
The Octagon Collective, will direct proceedings and keep them in line.

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES

otag o u nive rsity pre s s

Placing Fantasy Inside the Real World
4pm — 5pm | $20 & $15 | Presented by Otago Daily Times
Elizabeth Knox, acclaimed author of many novels, including The Vintner’s Luck and,
most recently, The Absolute Book, will unpick the meanings and implications, the whys
and wherefores, of placing a ‘fantasy’ world inside the ‘real’ world, with Hannah Parry.
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Thursday 6 May –
Sunday 9 May 2021
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Te Whare Tā o Te Wānanga o Ōtākou

SATURDAY 8 MAY

Writing for Children
1pm — 2pm | Free
Conveying a simple yet captivating story to children is a skill. Robyn Belton and
David Elliot join Kyle Mewburn to revel in the pleasure of writing for children and
what they’ve learned along the way.

Girl in the Mirror
2.30pm — 3.30pm | $20 & $15
Rose Carlyle, who shot to literary fame with her debut novel, The Girl in the Mirror,
will talk to Phillippa Duffy about what happens to a story when a book is snapped
up by Hollywood.
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Decolonisation — Activating Allies
1pm — 2pm | $20 & $15
Rebecca Kiddle and Amanda Thomas, contributing writers for Imagining
Decolonisation, will discuss why decolonisation is beneficial to everyone, and who is,
and who should be, doing the mahi.

Politics of Poetry
2.30pm — 3.30pm | $20 & $15
Presented by Otago University Press
David Eggleton, Jessica Thompson Carr, and Fiona Farrell
will share perspectives on the politics inherent in poetry. Chaired
by Emma Neale, they will examine the way poetry reflects
the mood of the people, and how it can subvert and challenge
societal views to effect change.
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Patron
Dr Lynley Hood
Board
Bridget Schaumann (Chair),
Alexandra Bligh, Nicola Cummins,
Nicola McConnell, Mary McLaughlin,
Charlotte Steel, Annie Villiers
Staff
Henry Francis, Ina Kinski,
Hannah Molloy
Official bookseller
University Book Shop (Otago)
Designer
Annah Taggart
Sound and technical support
Megaphone Productions
Travel agent
Travel Brokers

Our thanks also to:
Domi Angelo-Laloli,
Sarah Bramhall, Lynda Cullen,
Ralph Davies, Philippa Duffy,
Fiona Farrell, Carole Gardner,
Vanessa George, Kirsten Glengarry,
Matt Gorman, Jeff Harford,
Phillippa Harris, Dan Hendra,
Raoul Hobbs, Tammy Jackman,
Prachi Koli, Suzanne Lloyd,
Janine Mallon, Gareth McMillan,
Kay Mercer, Penny Neilson,
Nicky Page, Lesley Paris,
Cara Paterson, Helen Preston,
Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall
Committee, Lesley Smith,
Deborah Stuut, Brenda Thom,
Charlie Unwin, Victoria Hotel,
Sam Wills, Hope Wilson,
Bronwyn Wylie-Gibb
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CONTACT INFO
Festival office: Otago Pioneer Women’s Hall, 362 Moray Place (the purple door)
www.dunedinwritersfestival.co.nz
@dnwritersfest

www.dunedinwritersfestival.co.nz
@dnwritersfest

